ABSTRACT Background subtraction is an important task in computer vision. Traditional approaches usually utilize low-level visual features like color, texture, or edge to build background models. Due to the lack of deep features, they often achieve poor performance when facing complex video scenes such as illumination changes, background, or camera motions, camouflage effects and shadows. Recently, deep learning has shown to perform well in extracting deep features. To improve the robustness of background subtraction, in this paper, we propose an end-to-end multi-scale spatio-temporal (MS-ST) method which is able to extract deep features from video sequences. First, a video clip is input into a convolutional neural network for extracting multi-scale spatial features. Subsequently, to exploit the temporal information, we combine temporal sampling operations and ConvLSTM modules to extract the multi-scale temporal contextual information. Finally, the segmentation result is generated by fusing multi-scale spatio-temporal features. The experimental results on the CDnet-2014 dataset and the LASIESTA dataset demonstrate the effectiveness and superiority of the proposed method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Background subtraction is an important task in the computer vision domain and it plays a fundamental role in many applications such as automatic drive [1] , object tracking [2] , crowd analysis [3] , traffic analytics [4] , and automated anomaly detection [5] in video surveillance. Background subtraction is the process of distinguishing moving objects, defined as foreground, from a given scene. This task can be regarded as a binary-classification task.
The hurdle of background subtraction is to design an algorithm that can distinguish significant changes from noise-produced changes. The noise-produced changes are caused by illumination variation, weather, background motion, shadows, intermittent object motion, object shelter, intermittent object motion and camera motion. To detect significant changes accurately, numerous algorithms have been proposed in the last two decades. Some typical algorithms, such as GMM [6] , KDE [7] , Vibe [8] , and PBAS [9] , are based on background model to separate moving objects from background scene. Some other algorithms [10] - [18] employ discriminative hand-crafted features to improve the robustness.
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These algorithms work well only on some specific or simple videos, but yield poor performance when facing sudden illumination changes, hard shadows, camouflage and so on. Although these algorithms are all unsupervised, the optimal super-parameters for different scenes need to be adjusted by the user rather than the computer. Hence, traditional algorithms are insufficient to deal with real-world scenes.
Recently, with the explosive study of deep learning, especially convolutional neural network (CNN), remarkable successes had been made in many visual tasks, such as image recognition [19] , [20] , activity recognition [21] , scene label-ing [22] and saliency detection [23] , [24] . Especially in the field of semantic segmentation, FCN [25] , SegNet [26] , Deeplab [27] , and U-net [28] have achieved promising results, demonstrating that deep learning-based algorithms are robust for pixel-level classification. Background detec-tion and semantic segmentation are similar visual tasks: labeling images at the pixel level. The only difference between these two tasks is that semantic segmentation is a multi-classification task, while background subtraction is a binary-classification task. Due to the excellent performance of deep learning in pixel-level classification tasks, some researchers have applied convolution neural networks (CNN) to the background subtraction task. As far as we know, [29] was the first attempt to employ CNN for background subtraction to process a specific video scene. On the basis of [29] , [30] proposed a more advanced method of background model generation to handle various video scenes. Wang et al. [31] proposed an end-to-end model which is based on a multi-resolution CNN with a cascaded architecture. [32] proposed a background subtraction algorithm based on Baye-sian Generative Adversarial Networks. Zeng [33] proposed a multiscale FCN network to combine different layer features for infrared foreground object detection. Sakkos et al. [34] firstly applied 3D convolution operations to track the movement of the foreground in video sequences. Yang et al. [35] proposed a background modeling method, which extracts spatio-temporal features using 2D fully convolutional network. In [36] , Hu et al. proposed a 3D atrous convolution operations to learn deep spatio-temporal features. In [37] , Wang et al. firstly proposed a dual 3D fully convolutional network to extract both spatial and temporal features at different scales.
However, the approaches based on deep learning above have several insufficiencies. First, some of these approaches [29] , [31] need to retrain the model when video scene changes. Second, some approaches [29] , [32] rely too much on background images provided by temporal-median filtering. As mentioned in [29] , the temporal-median filtering can only be applied to scenes of which the background is visible more than 50% of the time for each pixel. Third, many of the existing approaches [29] - [33] make full use of 2D CNN to extract deep spatial information, but they are incapable of learning temporal information. Temporal information is used in [34] - [36] , but these methods do not use multi-scale approaches at time dimension. Although multi-scale features are effectively extracted by 3D convolution operations in both spatial and temporal domains, [37] performs poorly when processing intermittent motion. Unlike ConvLSTM [38] , 3D convolutional network does not have purpose-built gates and memory cells, so it may not be able to effectively learn long-term dependency from the foreground objects in intermittent motion.
Consequently, we propose to subtract background by using a novel end-to-end multi-scale spatio-temporal (MS-ST) method without complex background model and conventional hand-crafted features. In our approach, 2D CNN and ConvLSTM are used to extract deep multi-scale temporal and spatial features from input video clip. The features are then fused to subtract the background. Fig. 1 shows the overview of our model for background subtraction. By combining spatial with temporal information, our model not only accurately detects the static foreground, but also pays more attention to the foreground in motion. Moreover, considering the loss of information caused by pooling layers, we extract spatio-temporal features on multiple scales. Experimental results show that the proposed model can deal with challenging video scenes robustly.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We review related work on background subtraction algorithms in Sec-tion II, our method is introduced in Section III, then Section IV provides experimental results and comparison with other methods, and we conclude the paper in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
Background subtraction is a fundamental task in computer vision. Various algorithms have been proposed in this field, which can broadly be divided into two categories: unsuper-vised algorithms and supervised algorithms.
A. UNSUPERVISED ALGORITHMS
Early attempts for background subtraction focused on designing advanced background modeling rules [6] - [9] . For example, GMM [6] presented a typical adaptive background modeling method that assumes that historical intensities of each pixel obey a mixture of Gaussians. Morevoer, KDE [7] directly utilized the sample of color intensities to estimate the density function of intensity distribution for each pixel. Barnich and Van Droogenbroeck [8] proposed a sampled-based algorithm, which applies stochastic selection strategy and spatial propagation to maintain background models. Also, PBAS [9] used similar stochastic update strategy, and the measure of background dynamics was calculated to adjust the probability of background learning and decision threshold adaptively.
Some researchers used discriminative hand-crafted features to build more robust background model [10] - [18] . For instance, Kim et al. [10] used color and brightness features to build a set of codewords for each pixel. In [11] , Local Binary Pattern (LBP) feature was used for background model. Inspired by [11] , Liao et al. [12] introduced a scale invariant local ternary pattern (SILTP), which is more robust to noise than LBP. The improved version of the Vibe [8] was proposed in [13] , which employed Local Binary Similarity Pattern (LBSP) and color information to characterize pixellevel representations and had a pixel-level feedback strategy to automatically adjust internal parameters. Similarly, PAWCS [14] method combined LBSP and color features with an automatic parameter adjustment strategy to enhance the robustness. In [15] , Split Gaussian Models and Flux Tensor (optical flow features) were used to design a robust static and moving foreground detection algorithm. Furthermore, EFIC [16] proposed an edge-based method, which combines optical flow and affine transformations to compensate for the camera motion. SharedModel [17] combined spatial and temporal information to build a sharable GMM model for both background and foreground. Moreover, IUTIS-5 [18] introduced an evolutionary approach, which fuses several existing algorithms to boost the performance.
B. SUPERVISED ALGORITHMS
Recently, CNN has been used in background subtraction task. Braham and Van Droogenbroeck [29] proposed the first CNN-based method for background subtraction. The method is implemented as follows. Firstly, a fixed background image is generated from 150 consecutive frames by temporal-median filtering. Then, image patches extracted from background images and corresponding input frames are fed into a scene-specific CNN model. Finally, the patches are reassembled to generate the final segmentation result. However, temporal-median filtering is not feasible when there are a large number of moving objects in video frames. Improvement to the temporal-median filtering was proposed in [30] , Babaee et al. employed the output of unsupervised algorithms [13] , [15] to reconstruct the background images, and designed a more advanced background model than [29] . Wang et al. [31] introduced a multi-scale CNN with cascade architecture. There are two key ideas for this method: (1) multi-scale CNN model: To segment the foreground objects of different sizes accurately, the input image with its downsampled images at two spatial scales are fed into a basic CNN network separately. (2) cascade architecture: To reduce pixel mis-classification originating from local information extracted from patches, the foreground probability map of the first multi-scale CNN model is concatenated with the input image and then fed to the second multi-scale CNN model. Zheng et al. [32] used the filtering method in [29] to generate training data, and then trained a network based on Bayesian generative adversarial network. Zeng [33] proposed a FCN-based architecture, which employs a pretrained VGG-16 [20] network to extract multi-scale spatial features from input images, and contrast layers are used to learn the difference feature between foreground objects and its local background region to obtain accurate segmentation results.
The above-mentioned CNN-based methods simply treated the video datasets as a set of individual images without considering temporal correlation between neighboring video frames. [34] first performed 3D convolution operations on the 10 consecutive frames of the video, then four upsampling layers of different kernel sizes utilized multi-scale infor-mation to generate final segmentation results. Further studies improve background subtraction. Yang et al. [35] proposed an FCN-based background modeling approach, which uses a video sequence instead of a single frame as input. A temporal sampling operation is performed on the original input frames, then the sampled frames are concatenated together to extract spatio-temporal information using the 2D FCN. Model in [36] captured spatial and temporal features by combining 3D atrous convolutional neural network with convolutional long short-term memory networks. In [37] , Wang et al. proposed a multi-scale spatio-temporal network with encoder-decoder structure. The encoder of this structure uses dual 3D FCN with different dilation rate to extract multi-scale spatial and temporal information, and then constructs pixel-wise detection results by decoder.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
In this section, we will illustrate our method in detail. As shown in Fig. 1 , the proposed method is composed of three parts, spatial feature extractor (SFE), temporal feature VOLUME 7, 2019 extractor (TFE) and multi-scale fusion (MSF). Table 1 summarizes the detailed configuration. SEF is used for extracting the deep multi-scale spatial representation of the input video clip. TFE uses ConvLSTM modules to effec-tively learn the multi-scale temporal information from feature maps subsampled with different interval. Finally, MSF performs a series of concatenation, convolution, and deconvolution operations on the output of ConvLSTM modules to generate an accurate background subtraction image.
A. SPATIAL FEATURE EXTRACTOR
The green box in Fig.1 contains the SFE, which is based on the VGG-16 [20] network architecture. The VGG-16 network performs well in image classification which consists of five max-pooling layers, thirteen convolution layers and three fully-connected layers. Max-pooling layers can lead to the loss of localization accuracy [28] , which is unfavorable to the retention of spatio features in the pixel-to-pixel classification task. Thus, the proposed spatial feature extractor removes the fourth max-pooling layer and the later part from VGG-16. Since the features of different levels are designed to encode different levels of information, the outputs of conv2_2, conv3_3 and conv4_3 are all used for foreground segmentation.
Rather than initializing the weight parameters of the SEF at random, transfer learning [39] can make the model more generalizable. Thus, we first train VGG-16 network on the ImageNet [19] dataset and then fine-tune the weight parameters of our model. 
B. TEMPORAL FEATURE EXTRACTOR
The pink box in Fig.1 contains the TFE, which consists of Temporal Sampling (TS) operations, and ConvLSTM modules. To learn multi-scale temporal information, TS operations with different intervals are performed on the consecutive feature maps. Specifically, the temporal length of the original feature maps is 14 (T 1 , T 2 , T 3 , . . . , T 14 ). We sample the output of Conv2_2 by an interval of 2 and get a feature sequence of temporal length 7 (T 2 , T 4 , T 6 , T 8 , T 10 , T 12 , T 14 ). For the output of Conv3_3, we sample it by an interval of 3 and obtain a feature sequence of temporal length 5 (T 2 , T 5 , T 8 , T 11 , T 14 ). For the output of Conv4_3, we do not sample it and retain its temporal length. Therefore, we obtain consecutive feature maps in three temporal scales. 64-channel convolution operations are performed on these feature maps, then corresponding ConvLSTM module is employed to extract multiscale spatio-temporal features.
Traditional LSTM [40] is a well-designed Recurrent Neural Network with three gates to control the updating of the memory cells and performs well in the field of natural language processing [41] , [42] . ConvLSTM [38] is similar to the traditional LSTM except the matrix multiplication is replaced by a convolution operator (as Fig. 2 ), thus the spa-tial features can be preserved. Let C denotes the sequence consisting of the feature maps extracted from the input video clip through SEF and conv1 (conv2 or conv3). At each time step, ConvLSTM receives a new feature map X as input, and the cell state C and the hidden state H are updated. After t time step, ConvLSTM generates the output sequential feature maps H = (H 1 , H 2 , . . . , H t ), and the hidden state H t is the final output of TFE. The states of the ConvLSTM cell are as updated in the following equations:
where σ is a sigmoid function and tanh is a hyperbolic tangent function. * represents the convolution operation, + represents the pixel-wise sum, and • is the Hadamard product. i t , f t and o t represent the input, forget and output gates respectively, which contribute to reduce the effect of vanishing and exploding gradients. The forget gate controls whether to remember previous cell state C t−1 by the output of activation function σ . Similarly, the input gate controls whether new candidate value should be added into new cell state C t . Finally, the output gates controls which parts we want to produce. Different convolution kernels W and biases b are trainable parameters.
C. MULTI-SCALE FUSION
The purple box in Fig.1 shows the MSF, which consists of deconvolution, concatenation, and convolution operations. Deconvolution operations are used to upsample the feature map with lower resolution. All the deconvolution operations are implemented by transposed convolution with kernel size of 3×3, which parameters are updated during training process. Recent semantic segmentation models [25] , [28] fuse multi-scale information by the concatenation operation. In our method, concatenation operations are also used to fuse multi-scale spatio-temporal information by concatenating feature maps on the last dimension. Convolution operations are applied to further learn the fused multi-scale spatio-temporal information. After a series of deconvolution, concatenation, and convolution operations, we obtain the final fused feature map, which is then fed to a softmax layer to produce foreground-background probabilities for each pixel indepen-dently.
D. END-TO-END TRAINING
As shown in Fig. 3 , the input video clip and its corresponding foreground/background label mask of the last frame are used to train the model during the training stage. Moreover, different from the scene-specific model in [29] , the proposed model can be trained on the whole dataset. In order to learn sufficient temporal dependency from input video clip, we set the frames of the clip to the hightest value 14 that fits in our GPU memory. For the CDnet-2014 and LASIESTA datasets, we split it into training and test sets randomly in 70% and 30% rate. For background subtraction task, background pixels are easier to detect than foreground pixels because there are much more background pixels in video sets than foreground pixels. To address the class imbalance problem, we use focal loss [43] during the training process. For the foreground-background classes, y denotes one-shot vector, which specifies background (y 0 = 1) and foreground (y 1 = 1). The output p of softmax layer for each pixel is a vector with the same dimension as y and represents the prediction probability for foreground-background classes. The focal loss is defined as follows:
where super-parameter α 0 ∈ [0,1] is a weighting factor forclass background, α 1 (α 1 = 1 − α 0 ) for class foreground. Super-parameter γ is called tunable focusing parameter, which is shared by foreground and background classes. We use Tensorflow [44] to build the network model. A single NVIDIA 1080Ti GPU is used to speed up training, and our algorithm runs at 11 fps on test sequences. Except for SFE, the weights of convolution operations are initialized randomly from a zero-centered normal distribution with standard deviation 0.01. To alleviate overfitting, we apply L2 regularization to the weights in the convolutional layers conv1, conv2, and conv3, and the L2 regularization strength is set to 5e-04. Each frame of the input video clip is normalized to speed up the convergence and improve the accuracy. We train our network using Adam optimizer with a batch size of 4, setting α 0 to 0.25, γ to 2 and learning rate to 1e-04.
IV. EXPERIMENTS ANALYSIS
This section discusses our algorithm based on experimental results. First, we introduce the dataset for training and testing. Then, the evaluation metrics are introduced. Finally, performance of our algorithm is analyzed both qualitatively and quantitatively.
A. INTRODUCTION TO DATASET 1) CDnet-2014 DATASET
CDnet-2014 [45] dataset is composed by 53 real video sequences organized in 11 categories, each category contains 4 to 6 video sequences. These 11 categories represent different challenges: Baseline, Dynamic Background, Shadow, Bad Weather, Low Frame Rate, Turbulence, Night Videos, PTZ, Camera Jitter, Intermittent Object Motion and Thermal. The whole dataset contains a total of 159278 frames of images, of which 91561 frames have a corres-ponding ground truth. The original resolution of these videos ranges from 320×240 to 720×486. We set the resolution to 320×240.
2) LASIESTA DATASET
LASIESTA [46] dataset consists of many real indoor and outdoor sequences with different categories, each of one covering a specific challenge in moving object detection strategies. Main challenges of indoor and outdoor sequences contain camouflage, illumination changes, modified back-ground, camera motion, bootstraping and dynamic back-ground. All the pixels of the dataset are manually labeled at pixel-level. The original resolution of this dataset is 352×288, and we resize the resolution to 320×240. 
B. INTRODUCTION TO EVALUATION METRIC
The common background subtraction evaluation metrics are used for comparison including: Recall, Precision, Specificity, False Positive Rate (FPR), False Negative Rate (FNR), Percentage of Wrong Classifications (PWC), and F-Measure. Among them, F-Measure is a harmonic mean of the Precision and the Recall, and is widely regarded as the best overall evaluation metric. Given true positive (TP), false positive (FP) true negative (TN), false negative (FN), seven evaluation metrics is expressed as:
C. RESULTS ON CDnet-2014 DATASET
1) NETWORK STRUCTURE ANALYSIS
The MS-ST method makes full use of multi-scale spatiotemporal features. To evaluate the effectiveness of multiscale spatial and temporal features on the final segmentation results, we implement two network structures based on the MS-ST. In the first setting, we discard the ConvLSTM1 module from the network and will refer to this modified configuration as MS-ST-2 below. In the second setting, we remove the ConvLSTM1 module and ConvLSTM2 module and will refer to this modified configuration as MS-ST-1 below. As shown in Table 2 , the MS-ST outperforms the MS-ST-1 and MS-ST-2. We conjecture that the performance could be further improved by fusing multi-scale spatio-temporal features.
2) ALGORITHM PERFORMANCE
We evaluate the performance of the proposed method on CDnet-2014 dataset. As seen in Table 3 , we get an overall F-Measure of 0.9657 and an overall PWC of 0.1123. Manual labeling accuracy as described in [31] , a method with the F-Measure above 0.94 and the PWC below 0.9 is within the error margin of a human annotation. In general, our segmentation results have achieved the manual labeling accuracy. For challenging scenes of Bad Weather, Dynamic Background, Camera Jitter, Intermittent Motion, Shadow and Thermal, the F-Measure scores are all around 0.98. Especially in the turbulence scene, plenty of noises result in the slightly poor performance of our method, but the accuracy of segmentation still reaches the manual labeling accuracy. However, there are some challenging scenes in which the F-Measure scores are slightly lower than 0.94. In the Night Videos scene which contains strong illumination changes, it is difficult to separate the small foreground car accurately from large-area camouflage caused by illumination changes. In the Low FrameRate scenes, the inconsistency between the adjacent frames is not conducive to spatio-temporal feature extraction of consecutive frames. In the PTZ scenes, the camera motion results in video defocus and global motion, which prevent the model from learning effective spatial and temporal features to some extent.
3) COMPARISON
To analyze the performance of the proposed method against that of the other methods, we quantitatively compare the proposed method with several classical background subtraction methods, including GMM [6] , SuBSENSE [13] , IUTIS-5 [17] , DeepBS [30] , Cascade CNN [31] , M 2DC4 [36] . DeepBS, Cascade CNN, M 2DC4 are supervised algorithms, and the rest are unsupervised. Table 4 presents the quantitative comparison in term of F-measure. As shown in the table, most of the supervised approaches outperform the unsupervised approaches. Our approach achieves the best performance in eight out of eleven categories, except Baseline, Night Videos, and PTZ. Although the F-measure of Night Videos and PTZ are lower than M 2DC4 , we get the highest overall F-measure of 0.9657 on 11 categories of CDnet-2014 dataset. Especially in the categories of intermittent motion, bad weather, camera jitter and turbulent, the F-Measure of our method is significantly higher than that of other methods. Figure 4 shows qualitative performance comparisons of foreground detection results. Since the proposed method benefits from the multi-scale spatio-temporal features, our segmentation results are closest to ground truths. For exam-ple, in the sofa sequence, the color of the handbag and trousers is very close to that of the sofa. None of the other methods can detect them correctly, but our method performs well. In the traffic sequence which contains heavy camera jitter and shadow, compared with several other algorithms, our method achieves fewer FP. In the park sequence, due to the serious loss of color and spatial information in infrared images, it is even difficult for people to segment the fore-ground accurately from the background, but our method has a perfect foreground mask.
The strong generalization ability of the algorithm is bene-ficial to real-world video segmentation. However, we only use a limited number of video frames as being one sequence in the above experiment because of the limited number of available annotated frames. In order to display the genera-lization ability of the proposed method, we randomly select some frames from the CDnet-2014 dataset where pixel-accurate ground truths are not publicly available (i.e. Bad Weather, Night Video, PTZ and Low Framerate categories). For these frames, we make qualitative comparison with several supervised and unsupervised methods.
As shown in Figure 5 , our method achieves better segmentation results than all other methods, which demon-strates that the proposed method is able to segment fore-ground objects accurately, even if the foreground objects do not appear in the training set. For example, in bad weather and night video scenes lacking spatial information, our method produces better segmentation masks than other methods by extracting multi-scale temporal information.
D. RESULTS ON LASIESTA DATASET
To further evaluate the performance of the proposed method in the LASIESTA dataset, we compare it with some algorithms proposed in [47] - [50] . These algorithms are unsupervised algorithms based on background modeling, which have poor performance in the non-static camera scenes. Thus, we discard Moving Camera (MC) and Simulated Motioan (SM) categories from indoor and outdoor sequences and use the rest 20 sequences (9175 frames). Table 5 depicts the qualitative comparisons of different methods in terms of F-Measure. As shown in the Table, the proposed method achieves the highest F-Measure on the whole dataset. These results demonstrate again that our method can handle a variety of challenging scenes. Compared to the CDnet-2014 dataset, LASIESTA is a much smaller dataset, which may affect the power of deep architecture due to the lack of training examples. The performance in I_BS, O_SU, and I_OC categories is slightly poor, which may be caused by the VOLUME 7, 2019 limited length of these video sequences (ranging from 200 to 400).
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a novel background subtraction method to label the foreground on video sequences automa-tically. Our method achieved accurate segmentation by com-bining the multi-scale spatial information and temporal information of video sequence. We leverage the capacity of CNN and ConvLSTM to subtract background without using any complex background modeling rules and post-processing modules. Our experimental results on well-established CDnet-2014 and LASIESTA datasets corroborate that the proposed method can cope with various challenging video scenes and has strong generalization ability. However, our method has limitations in dealing with the categories of Night Videos, PTZ, Low Framerate. Compared with VGG, some more powerful networks have been proposed recently. In the future, we plan to redesign a model based on more powerful networks.
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